Bionic Golden Clip
User Manual

Thank you for purchasing this instrument.
Please read the user manual carefully and use it correctly.
Be sure to read "notes" before using.
Please keep the instruction stored properly.

I. Product Overview
Bionic golden clip is a beauty instrument for eyes. Please read
this manual carefully before using and use the beauty
instrument in strict accordance with the instructions in this
manual.

II. Product Introduction
Bionic Gold en Clip
The principle of bionic gold en clip: Activate the cell's
metabolism through physical lifting technology, and
realize

the

"kneading"

to

awaken

skin

active

substances, stimulate collagen production, elastic
fiber and hyaluronic acid to produce skin, make skin
firmer and strengthe n the body microcirculation ,
boost metabolism, eliminate facial edema, promote
the discharge of deep toxins, mobilize cell activity,
activate sleeping cells, relieve eye fatigue and make
eye skin firmer, smoother and fuller .

Major Eye Problems

Ey es tr a i n

Crow’s feet

Dark circles

Fat granule

Periocular edema

Eye bags
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Fre qu en cy ad jus tme nt

【Press long to turn it off】

Bio curr e nt adjus tm ent

【Press long to turn it off】

Instructions
1. Clean the operation area first before use (if there is
makeup, first remove the makeup with makeup remover
and then wash it with facial cleanser);
2. Connect the power cord. There is a round button on the
top of the power supply to activate the gold en clip button
and the bio-current button. If you need to turn off the
power, press the button for 2 seconds or longer;
3. The golden clip has three frequency adjustments,namely
L (low speed), M (medium speed), and H (high speed).
Similarly, the bio current has three gear
adjustments,namely L (low gear), M (medium gear), and H
(high gear). Both functions are displayed in the L position.
If you need to adjust the gear size, press the round button
to increase; when the micro current is working, the
corresponding gear will always flash;
4. Apply the eye essence to the part to be operated during
operation. During the operation, the essence is absorbed.
It is recommended to brace the skin with right amount of
force to keep the treatment surface tight and lifted and
operate at a unified speed ;
5. After using the instrument, wipe the remaining essence
on the probe with a wet paper towel;
6. Cleaning and eye masks may not required after the
treatment ; (It is not recommended to wash the eyes with
hot water. Warm or cold water is recommended).

Operating Method
Eyes: When operating, under the frequency of your
choice, brace the skin with the device and keep the
treated surface tight and lifted, from the inner corner of
the eye to the outer corner of the eye, from the outer
corner of the eye to the temple, and from the temple to
the hairline. It is recommended to avoid the upper
eyelid;(the upper eyelid is close to the eyeball therefore
may result in dis comfort) .
Note: During operation, you will feel that the bionic
golden clip is used to massage the eye skin in a
"kneading" manner. At the same time, there will be a
feeling of slight numbness. After the operation, the eyes
may appear to be reddish , which is normal.
Note: The eye operation time is recommended to be
around 10-20 minutes, and the maximum period is
recommended not to go over 20 minutes. For normal skin
it is recommended to receive the treatment once a day in
the first five treatments . After five times, it can be
operated once every 1-2 days. For those who has
sensitive eyes, it is recommended to operate once every
2-3 days.

Equipment Maintenance
1. Ensure the power supply is stabl y adapt ed.
2. The instrument should not be placed in damp places or near
water source, nor should it be directly exposed to sunlight .
3. The instrument should not be too close to a strong source of
heat or radiation .
4. The instrument must be equipped with the original qualified
parts provided by the manufacturer .
5. After each operation, the function handle and function head
shall be cleaned and disinfected and properly kept .
6. When not using the instrument, please turn off the power,
remove the plug, and place the instrument properly.

Note :
The instrument is a precision electronic product. It is forbidden to
use the instrument in a humid environment, such as a bath room and
other wet places. If it accidentally be soaked in water, please stop
using it and return it to the factory for repair.

Warranty

1. One year warranty is guaranteed.
2. If the products fail in normal use within one year after
purchase, we will provide free repair service .
3. The delivery cost of the product during the repair period shall
be borne by the user.

Disclaimer
When the fault occurs in the case of fire soaking in water and
spontaneous combustion disaster.
Failure occurs if the product is not used in accordance with the
instruction manual .
A fault that occurs when a consumer uses it improperly or
carelessly.
If the repair by the user is imprope r.
Breakdown caused during transformation of this product by the
user.
Consumables are not covered by the warranty .

